Penn Law and Department for Africana Studies to offer Graduate Certificate in Africana Studies

The program will offer a deeper understanding of the peoples of Africa and their diasporas while connecting students to social sciences and humanities.

Read the full article

Beyond the JD
Why most students explore graduate course offerings at the Law School's sister schools.

Philosophy and the law: a formative experience
Reid Hopkins L'19 G'19 discusses how studying the intersection of law and philosophy will help him succeed in his career.
Meet four Penn Law professors who hold joint appointments at Wharton

The Law School’s commitment to cross-disciplinary study shines brightly in the impressive number of dual-appointed faculty members.

Former Police Commissioner Charles Ramsey co-teaches a seminar

The course, co-taught by Professor John Hollway, is held bi-weekly and features small, student-led discussions about various contemporary issues in policing.

The unique benefits of the JD/MSSP degree

Interested in the intersection of law, policy, and social change? See what this joint degree can do for you.

Master in Law Program enhances careers

Frank Shipley ML’20 describes the specific skills he gained in the Master in Law Program and how they have helped him succeed in his career.
3L Mariel Mussack awarded prestigious Skadden Foundation Fellowship
Mussack is one of 28 Skadden Fellows who will devote the next two years of their careers to working in public interest.

Meet our career counselor Kathryn Deans-Schaub
Deans-Schaub focuses on cross-disciplinary careers and employer outreach. Read more about her.

First virtual U.S. Army War College International Strategic Crisis Negotiation Exercise
Organizers successfully moved the previously "on-campus" crisis negotiation event to a virtual space despite COVID-19 outbreak.

Joint JD/Bioethics students win Health Law Regulatory Competition
A team of three students won first place in the 9th Annual Health Law Regulatory & Compliance Competition (HLRCC).